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The goal and the idea

Building up a useful service for mathematcal models:

➢ Thomas/Michael: Models play a central role for mathematcal research

➢ How can we build a useful service for mathematcal models?

The problem

➢ Typically, up to now models are part of publicatons and not marked as single objects



Difcultes with mathematcal models

``Mathematcal model” is not a exactly 
defned term. Mathematcal models can be 
formulated in a real-world context  (an 
increasing number of mathematcal models 
has a non-mathematcal background) or 
context-free.  

➢ Mathematcal models are given by 
defnitons, only a small number of models 
has also a name.

➢ More pragmatc:
The defnitons of mathematcal models in 
many publicatons are incomplete.



Challenges for the publicaton-based approach

➢ Identfcaton of mathematcal models in publicatons and the analysis of the informaton about models is 
closely related:
Defnitons contain specifc content informaton.

Technically: 
➢ In general, the defnitons of the mathematcal model which is investgated 

is given in the fulltexts of publicatons, not in the review or abstract.
➢ Mathematcal defnitons contain mathematcal expressions (symbols, 

formulae) plus text. Therefore we need more than the fulltext in PDF format. 
At least TeX-encoded  sources of the publicatons are necessary. 
arXiv seems to be a frst resource.



A frst approach

1) Where can we fnd  informaton about mathematcal models?
→ analysis of the document structure

2)  How can we extract and analyze informaton about mathematcal models?
Which informaton about mathematcal models is possible? 
→ weak descripton model for mathematcal models



  

Formulae, Axioms, 
Definitions, Theorems, 
Theories, Algorithms, 
Models, etc.  

The structure (TOC):

I. Introducton
II. Model equatons

A. Van Roosbroeck System
B: Quantum master equaton
C. Macroscopic coupling terms and charge conservaton

III. Thermodynamics
A. Energy, charge, and entropy balance
B. Thermodynamic equilibrium
C. Microscopic transiton rates and the quantum detailed balance conditon

IV. Applicaton to electrically driven single-photon sources
A. Model specifcaton
B. Numerical simulaton method
C. Device specifcaton
D. Statonary operaton
E. Pulsed operaton

V. Discussion and Outlook
VI. Summary
      plus Acknowledgments and Appendices A-F



  

Formulae, Axioms, 
Definitions, Theorems, 
Theories, Algorithms, 
Models, etc.  

For humans:
In Title: Modeling
in Abstract: modeling: `By coupling the van Roosbroeck equaton with a quantum master equaton in

 Lindblad form, ...’ 
in Introducton: → Model Equatons in Sec. II

        → Model Consistency III
→ Applicaton



What is the model in the paper?

in textual form:
`hybrid quantum-classical model that self-consistently
couples semi-classical transport theory to a kinetc
equaton for the quantum mechanical density matrix.’

as mathematcal expressions (equatons):

 



But

➢ the model is incomplete: (1)-(4) are the partal diferental  equatons. They must be completed by inital- 
and boundary equatons   
   →appendix (This is trivial for the mathematcians.)

➢  the model is specifed (some hypotheses  for the applicaton case):
➢  (1)-(4) are the basic equatons 
➢  (1)-(3) van Roosbroeck (semi-classical transport model for electrons and holes)    
➢  (4) quantum master equaton
➢  there are additonal equatons  and principles which are presented in the subsecton A, B, C and   

 secton  III (evaluaton of modeling: correctness  accordance with the principles of
  thermodynamics).

 
➢ Remark: This papers describes the modeling process (the model is the result of this paper), not the 

mathematcal treatment of the model.



A frst summary

➢ The model is given by text and formulae.
For the mathematcal treatment the formulae are the most important part. Ofen the textual 
environment gives some informaton about the meaning of the expression and the background of the 
model (origin / use cases) but can contain also structural informaton as in the example (van Roosbroeck, 
quantum master equation in Lindblad form, links to scientfc theories, algorithms, sofware, ...) 

➢ Both the textual informaton and the mathematcal expressions which describe a model are relevant.
➢ Therefore we should try to extract both

➢ the mathematcal expressions describing the model
➢ the corresponding terms and phrases for the mathematcal expressions

➢ Remark: Terms, phrases and mathematcal expressions are ambigious, but mathematcal expressions, 
especially complex objects as equatons, inequalites, structural diagrams contain precise informaton 
about their structure which allow to compare these objects and enhanced retrieval features.



What can we do automatcally?

➢ The publicaton-based approach for mathematcal models
Up to now, models are part of publicatons. →Therefore we have to develop methods to extract the

➢ mathematcal expressions describing the mathematcal model and the corresponding terms and 
➢ phrases.

Remarks:
➢ Fulltexts:

The most abstracts or reviews, the zbMATH data, don’t contain precise model descriptons. 
Typically,  the mathematcal expressions are not part of the abstract or reviews. Therefore, we
need the fulltexts of the models. 

➢ Formats:
Up to now, no powerful converter exists for transforming PDF formated documents  to TeX or 
MathML. At least, TeX encoded documents are needed.  Therefore the arXiv e-prints are a frst 
resource to develop methods for model analysis.    



The publicaton-based approach

The publicaton-based approach covers three steps:

1) Identfcaton of the model-relevant parts of the publicaton
 - Model relevant sectons or subsectons 
   which can be identfed by characteristc terms in the ttles, especially `model*’ or 
    `problem*’ 

     alternatvely 
    - the beginning of a document, e.g., the frst 3,000 characters

 



A statstc

Journal (Sub-)sections containg the terms `model‘ 
or `problem‘

International Journal of Robust and 
Nonlinear Control, v. 10, n. 28 

8 (9)

International Journal of Robust and 
Nonlinear Control v. 10, n. 29

6 (8)

Journal of System Science & Complexity
v. 31, n. 3

7 (13)

Cybernetics and System Analysis 
v. 54, n. 2

8 (18)

International Journal of Control and
Signal Processing
v. 32, n. 6

7 (10)

Automation and Remote Control,
v. 79, n. 5

6 (12)



Identfcaton of model-relevant parts: results and  open questons

by eliminatng the non-relevant parts we get  reduced (TeX-encoded) artfacts which contain only the 
model-relevant parts

➢ Remark: It is not clear that the model-relevant parts contain only one model informaton.
The reduced document can also contain previous models,  similar models, specifc models, generalized 
models, transformed models, etc. ). In other words, it may contain a lot of additonal informaton.  
How can we eliminate redundant / irrelevant informaton?
(If yes, we could  markup the model in the original fle by a `model tag’) 

Our example: The secton II contains ~ 100 mathematcal expressions
9 / A:22 /B:29 / C:18 /fg.2:(15) text:10) (moreover, the mathematcal expression from appendix A must 
be added).
The frequencies of some expressions is > 1.



Analysis of the model-reduced documents

2) Analysis of  our artfacts:
1)   extracton of all mathematcal expressions (TeX or MathML encoded expressions) 

   and the corresponding terms and phrases

   → creatng a `model-related’ matrix A
i3 

 (1 <= i <= n, n – number  of mathematcal

    expression in the model-reduced document) for a document with the components : 

     a
i1
:  mathematcal expression  

     a
i2
: lef-hand textual neighborhood (k terms) 

     a
i3
: right-hand textual neighborhood (k terms)

Example:  C doping profle 0
                 Q(p) expectaton value of the charge density 0

    n free electron density 0
    p free hole density 0

                (1)-(3) 0 van Roosbroeck system



Analysis of the model-reduced documents: results and open questons

storing in a database  (A
i3

k    with k  as the number of k-th document)

Remarks: As result we get a tensor which contains  mathematcal expressions plus their 
neighborhood. The mathematcal expressions are listed in the sequence of their occurrence. This 
can make difcultes, e.g., parts of the model are presented at diferent positons in the 
document.
Can we identfy the input variables of the model?
How can we organize it in a beter way (sortng by length is not a real good idea)?
How can we identfy the system structure of a model? 
How can we fnd relevant textual informaton for a mathematcal expression which is not  in the 
lef- or in the right-hand neighborhood of a mathematcal expression?
What do we do with this informaton (e.g, storing this informaton in a special feld of the 
tensor)? 



Further processing: Transformaton of the TeX-encoded mathematcal expressions

3) It is difcult to compare TeX-encoded mathematcal expressions 
(the TeX codes for a PDF document difer; zbMATH experience: mathematcal expressions with more than 6 
characters occur in the database zbMATH only once)
beter (more standardized ): XML / MathML encoded mathematcal expression 
(tree structured documents)
MathML transformaton of mathematcal expressions via LaTeXML  
→ tree-structured documents which allow to compare the structure of mathematcal formulae 

Remarks: LaTeXML transform the TeX code to XML. By postprocessing, the XML code can be transformed to MathML 
(Presentaton Markup, Content Markup, or OpenMATH)
Which format should be used for storing, all or only MathML Content Markup? 
(If the authors would write their documents in STeX, MathML or OpenMATH should be used). 

      



  

Example (the PDE system 1 - 4)

\begin{align}

-\nabla\cdot\varepsilon\nabla\psi & =q\lef(p-n+C+Q\lef(\rho\right)\right),
\label{eq: Poisson equaton}\\

\partal_{t}n-\frac{1}{q}\nabla\cdot\mathbf{j}_{n} & =-R-S_{n}\lef(\rho;n,p,\psi\right),\label{eq: 
electron transport}\\

\partal_{t}p+\frac{1}{q}\nabla\cdot\mathbf{j}_{p} & =-R-S_{p}\lef(\rho;n,p,\psi\right),\label{eq: hole 
transport}\\

\frac{\mathrm{d}}{\mathrm{d}t}\rho = \mathcal{L}\lef(\rho;n,p,\psi\right)  &=-\frac{i}
{\hbar}\leftH,\rho\right]+\mathcal{D}\lef(\rho;n,p,\psi\right)\label{eq: quantum master equaton}

\end{align}



The Online Editor of LaTeXML



  



  



Some remarks and questons

All mathematcal expressions of our model descripton tensor could be transformed on this way to 
MathML PM or CM or OpenMATH. This allows to use graph-based models, e.g. for comparing models 
or retrieval.

➢

The advantage of the approach: 
All steps of the publicaton-based approach can be done widely automatcally. 
But the method has also some disadvantages:
In principle our model tensors of publicatons should contain the model informaton, but it is possible 
that the informaton is too much. How can we remove model-irrelevant informaton?
Big tensors describing a model are not very impressive for the user. How can we compactfy the model 
representatons 

(A frst idea:
A grouping of complex mathematcal expressions with the involved notatons should be possible.   
Ofen long mathematcal expression are complex expressions  (especially PDEs) containing special 
symbols which we could connect).
 
   



Further questons

➢ What is with retrieval (access for mathematcans and for non-mathematans)? 
➢ How can we detect similar models (ranking of the mathematcal expressions of the models)?
➢ How can we make the service interactve (for improving the model, linking to further 

model informaton)? 
➢ How can we make the modeling process understandable?



Our ambitoned goal: Building up a knowledge base for mathematcal 
models

Full semantic 
formalization for 

automatic processing

Visual semantic presentation 
of models

(Model Pathway Diagrams)

Publication-based descriptions
of mathematical  models 



  

An example 

Example 2:
The model
descripton
in the e-print
arXiv:1806.07795



  

The publicly 
available TeX-
code



The XML snippet of the Stokes equaton 
(via applicaton of LaTeXML) 



A MathML (PM) snippet of the model (via LaTeXML)  



These documents are intended for presentation purposes only. 
Copyright lies with FIZ Karlsruhe.
Any distribution or use of these documents or part thereof is
subject to FIZ Karlsruhe's express approval. 

© FIZ Karlsruhe – Leibniz-Institut für Informationsinfrastruktur GmbH

© FIZ Karlsruhe 2018
Leibniz-Insttut ffr Informatonsinfrastruktur GmbH

www.fiz-karlsruhe.de

Contact

So far some ideas about the use of the publications-based approach for 
mathematical information.

Thanks for your atentonn

wolfram@zbmath.org
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The goal and the idea

Building up a useful service for mathematcal models:

➢ Thomas/Michael: Models play a central role for mathematcal research

➢ How can we build a useful service for mathematcal models?

The problem

➢ Typically, up to now models are part of publicatons and not marked as single objects



Difcultes with mathematcal models

``Mathematcal model” is not a exactly 
defned term. Mathematcal models can be 
formulated in a real-world context  (an 
increasing number of mathematcal models 
has a non-mathematcal background) or 
context-free.  
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Challenges for the publicaton-based approach

➢ Identfcaton of mathematcal models in publicatons and the analysis of the informaton about models is 
closely related:
Defnitons contain specifc content informaton.

Technically: 
➢ In general, the defnitons of the mathematcal model which is investgated 

is given in the fulltexts of publicatons, not in the review or abstract.
➢ Mathematcal defnitons contain mathematcal expressions (symbols, 

formulae) plus text. Therefore we need more than the fulltext in PDF format. 
At least TeX-encoded  sources of the publicatons are necessary. 
arXiv seems to be a frst resource.
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1) Where can we fnd  informaton about mathematcal models?
→ analysis of the document structure
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Which informaton about mathematcal models is possible? 
→ weak descripton model for mathematcal models
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Formulae, Axioms, 
Definitions, Theorems, 
Theories, Algorithms, 
Models, etc.  

For humans:
In Title: Modeling
in Abstract: modeling: `By coupling the van Roosbroeck equaton with a quantum master equaton in

 Lindblad form, ...’ 
in Introducton: → Model Equatons in Sec. II

        → Model Consistency III
→ Applicaton



What is the model in the paper?

in textual form:
`hybrid quantum-classical model that self-consistently
couples semi-classical transport theory to a kinetc
equaton for the quantum mechanical density matrix.’

as mathematcal expressions (equatons):

 



But

➢ the model is incomplete: (1)-(4) are the partal diferental  equatons. They must be completed by inital- 
and boundary equatons   
   →appendix (This is trivial for the mathematcians.)

➢  the model is specifed (some hypotheses  for the applicaton case):
➢  (1)-(4) are the basic equatons 
➢  (1)-(3) van Roosbroeck (semi-classical transport model for electrons and holes)    
➢  (4) quantum master equaton
➢  there are additonal equatons  and principles which are presented in the subsecton A, B, C and   

 secton  III (evaluaton of modeling: correctness  accordance with the principles of
  thermodynamics).

 
➢ Remark: This papers describes the modeling process (the model is the result of this paper), not the 

mathematcal treatment of the model.



A frst summary

➢ The model is given by text and formulae.
For the mathematcal treatment the formulae are the most important part. Ofen the textual 
environment gives some informaton about the meaning of the expression and the background of the 
model (origin / use cases) but can contain also structural informaton as in the example (van Roosbroeck, 
quantum master equation in Lindblad form, links to scientfc theories, algorithms, sofware, ...) 

➢ Both the textual informaton and the mathematcal expressions which describe a model are relevant.
➢ Therefore we should try to extract both

➢ the mathematcal expressions describing the model
➢ the corresponding terms and phrases for the mathematcal expressions

➢ Remark: Terms, phrases and mathematcal expressions are ambigious, but mathematcal expressions, 
especially complex objects as equatons, inequalites, structural diagrams contain precise informaton 
about their structure which allow to compare these objects and enhanced retrieval features.



What can we do automatcally?

➢ The publicaton-based approach for mathematcal models
Up to now, models are part of publicatons. →Therefore we have to develop methods to extract the

➢ mathematcal expressions describing the mathematcal model and the corresponding terms and 
➢ phrases.

Remarks:
➢ Fulltexts:

The most abstracts or reviews, the zbMATH data, don’t contain precise model descriptons. 
Typically,  the mathematcal expressions are not part of the abstract or reviews. Therefore, we
need the fulltexts of the models. 

➢ Formats:
Up to now, no powerful converter exists for transforming PDF formated documents  to TeX or 
MathML. At least, TeX encoded documents are needed.  Therefore the arXiv e-prints are a frst 
resource to develop methods for model analysis.    



The publicaton-based approach

The publicaton-based approach covers three steps:

1) Identfcaton of the model-relevant parts of the publicaton
 - Model relevant sectons or subsectons 
   which can be identfed by characteristc terms in the ttles, especially `model*’ or 
    `problem*’ 

     alternatvely 
    - the beginning of a document, e.g., the frst 3,000 characters

 



A statstc

Journal (Sub-)sections containg the terms `model‘ 
or `problem‘

International Journal of Robust and 
Nonlinear Control, v. 10, n. 28 

8 (9)

International Journal of Robust and 
Nonlinear Control v. 10, n. 29

6 (8)

Journal of System Science & Complexity
v. 31, n. 3

7 (13)

Cybernetics and System Analysis 
v. 54, n. 2

8 (18)

International Journal of Control and
Signal Processing
v. 32, n. 6

7 (10)

Automation and Remote Control,
v. 79, n. 5

6 (12)



Identfcaton of model-relevant parts: results and  open questons

by eliminatng the non-relevant parts we get  reduced (TeX-encoded) artfacts which contain only the 
model-relevant parts

➢ Remark: It is not clear that the model-relevant parts contain only one model informaton.
The reduced document can also contain previous models,  similar models, specifc models, generalized 
models, transformed models, etc. ). In other words, it may contain a lot of additonal informaton.  
How can we eliminate redundant / irrelevant informaton?
(If yes, we could  markup the model in the original fle by a `model tag’) 

Our example: The secton II contains ~ 100 mathematcal expressions
9 / A:22 /B:29 / C:18 /fg.2:(15) text:10) (moreover, the mathematcal expression from appendix A must 
be added).
The frequencies of some expressions is > 1.



Analysis of the model-reduced documents

2) Analysis of  our artfacts:
1)   extracton of all mathematcal expressions (TeX or MathML encoded expressions) 

   and the corresponding terms and phrases

   → creatng a `model-related’ matrix A
i3 

 (1 <= i <= n, n – number  of mathematcal

    expression in the model-reduced document) for a document with the components : 

     a
i1
:  mathematcal expression  

     a
i2
: lef-hand textual neighborhood (k terms) 

     a
i3
: right-hand textual neighborhood (k terms)

Example:  C doping profle 0
                 Q(p) expectaton value of the charge density 0

    n free electron density 0
    p free hole density 0

                (1)-(3) 0 van Roosbroeck system



Analysis of the model-reduced documents: results and open questons

storing in a database  (A
i3

k    with k  as the number of k-th document)

Remarks: As result we get a tensor which contains  mathematcal expressions plus their 
neighborhood. The mathematcal expressions are listed in the sequence of their occurrence. This 
can make difcultes, e.g., parts of the model are presented at diferent positons in the 
document.
Can we identfy the input variables of the model?
How can we organize it in a beter way (sortng by length is not a real good idea)?
How can we identfy the system structure of a model? 
How can we fnd relevant textual informaton for a mathematcal expression which is not  in the 
lef- or in the right-hand neighborhood of a mathematcal expression?
What do we do with this informaton (e.g, storing this informaton in a special feld of the 
tensor)? 



Further processing: Transformaton of the TeX-encoded mathematcal expressions

3) It is difcult to compare TeX-encoded mathematcal expressions 
(the TeX codes for a PDF document difer; zbMATH experience: mathematcal expressions with more than 6 
characters occur in the database zbMATH only once)
beter (more standardized ): XML / MathML encoded mathematcal expression 
(tree structured documents)
MathML transformaton of mathematcal expressions via LaTeXML  
→ tree-structured documents which allow to compare the structure of mathematcal formulae 

Remarks: LaTeXML transform the TeX code to XML. By postprocessing, the XML code can be transformed to MathML 
(Presentaton Markup, Content Markup, or OpenMATH)
Which format should be used for storing, all or only MathML Content Markup? 
(If the authors would write their documents in STeX, MathML or OpenMATH should be used). 

      



  

 

  

Example (the PDE system 1 - 4)

\begin{align}

-\nabla\cdot\varepsilon\nabla\psi & =q\lef(p-n+C+Q\lef(\rho\right)\right),
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\partal_{t}n-\frac{1}{q}\nabla\cdot\mathbf{j}_{n} & =-R-S_{n}\lef(\rho;n,p,\psi\right),\label{eq: 
electron transport}\\

\partal_{t}p+\frac{1}{q}\nabla\cdot\mathbf{j}_{p} & =-R-S_{p}\lef(\rho;n,p,\psi\right),\label{eq: hole 
transport}\\

\frac{\mathrm{d}}{\mathrm{d}t}\rho = \mathcal{L}\lef(\rho;n,p,\psi\right)  &=-\frac{i}
{\hbar}\leftH,\rho\right]+\mathcal{D}\lef(\rho;n,p,\psi\right)\label{eq: quantum master equaton}

\end{align}



The Online Editor of LaTeXML



  

 

  



  

 

  



Some remarks and questons

All mathematcal expressions of our model descripton tensor could be transformed on this way to 
MathML PM or CM or OpenMATH. This allows to use graph-based models, e.g. for comparing models 
or retrieval.

➢

The advantage of the approach: 
All steps of the publicaton-based approach can be done widely automatcally. 
But the method has also some disadvantages:
In principle our model tensors of publicatons should contain the model informaton, but it is possible 
that the informaton is too much. How can we remove model-irrelevant informaton?
Big tensors describing a model are not very impressive for the user. How can we compactfy the model 
representatons 

(A frst idea:
A grouping of complex mathematcal expressions with the involved notatons should be possible.   
Ofen long mathematcal expression are complex expressions  (especially PDEs) containing special 
symbols which we could connect).
 
   



Further questons

➢ What is with retrieval (access for mathematcans and for non-mathematans)? 
➢ How can we detect similar models (ranking of the mathematcal expressions of the models)?
➢ How can we make the service interactve (for improving the model, linking to further 

model informaton)? 
➢ How can we make the modeling process understandable?
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A MathML (PM) snippet of the model (via LaTeXML)  
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